
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

AMITY SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY 

CIVISTA 
 

1. Brief description of the event:   

Civista is a technical event organized by Department of Civil Engineering. In this competition, Some of the latest 

concepts and questions in the areas of general engineering are provided. Students are asked questions about 

structures, concepts involved in civil engineering and Renewable Energy sources etc.  

This event is intended to encourage and motivate the students to refresh their technical understanding on the 

upcoming technologies and concepts. Students are advised to go through the recent advancements and basic concepts 

of civil engineering. The competition will have total three rounds.  

2. Eligibility: UG and PG students, University /Institute Identity Card is mandatory. 

3. Date and Time of Event: Date: 11-3-2021    Round 1: 2-3 pm & Round 2: 4-5 pm    

                                           Date 12-3-2021    Round 3: 3-5 pm  

4. Logistics Required         : Google Forms /MS Teams /Poster Maker / 3-D Builder Application 

5. Event Join details           : Microsoft TEAM code: 5bq6q8i 
Help desk No/ WhatsApp No/Signal No.   :  8010428 536   

6.    Rule and regulations for Event: 

The participant should keep PC/laptop camera switched on, during entire event. Use of search engine during round are 

not allowed. Team Size: Individual for all round. 

This Level of completion will require Technical knowledge related to engineering. and will cover following variety of 

questions 

Round 1: TICKLE YOUR TECHNO 

Each participant will have to complete the given crossword puzzle in which any historical knowledge of civil 

engineering and smart construction can be checked.  They will be given 60 minutes to complete the crossword puzzle. 

Use of any electronic media is strictly not allowed during the event. Each correct answer carries 10 points. Participants 

will be assessed on the basis of points scored. Top 40% students will be selected for round next round. 

Round 2: DRAFTRIX 

Each participant will have to make a poster on given topic(how other sectors of engineering can be integrated with 

civil engineering for smart construction example Artificial Intelligence Application etc) using Poster Maker 

application. Participants will be given 60 minutes to make the poster on given topic. Assessment will be based on 

contestant’s creativity and informativity. Top 25% students will be selected for round next round. 

Round 3: BUILD-E-MANIA 

Each participant will have to design and construct a structure using 3-D Builder Application assessment will be based 

on creativity of the participant. Each participant will be provided 120 minutes. Top 3 will be finalised. 

7.    Prizes    :   Merit E-certificates to all winners. Merit E-certificates will be country wise. 

                        Participation E-Certificates will be awarded to all the participants. 

8.   Event Coordinator: 
Faculty Coordinators 

Mr. Ashish Kumar Kashyap  

email: akkashyap@amity.edu  

Student Coordinators 

1. Aakanksha Maharaj; Mob no.: 8744008487;  

Email id : aakanksha.maharaj@s.amity.edu  

2. Zarmeen Basharat Zargar; contact no.: 7006808942;  

Email: zarmeen.zargar@s.amity.edu   
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